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were delivered before a s 
union workers. The 
group, as w& p,&e nec-ity to limit the material t 
. made it it.irtdvisable impossible to etlter into a 
cussion. &f the! Wereat aspects of s d d i s t  docttine. 
qwsthns of principle tia$ Wcs ,were not even touched 
those that were treated were discussed without 
It was the interest shown by the workers wh 
lectures that led me to the decision to put them 
with the hope that they would constitute a - 5 
revolutionary socialism for many thousands of proletarians. ..I i ; 
I 
What Is Sociulism? 
WHO ATTEMPTS at the present h e  to con& n group 
, of workers &at swiaI&n offers the only solution for the problems ; ' 
of the working elks labors under a severe handicap. For he is im- 
mediately confronted with the task of exphiring conditiom in the 
Soviiet Union. Most people are under the false impression that 
socialism exists in the Soviet Union, and knowing what they do of 
workers suffer in that c o w ,  they 
any speaker urging socialism as thec 
looking for a way out. He 
present insane systep where 
millions of people are suffering want in' the midst of a super- 
abundance of everything, where dI ions  are tmemployed while 
factories are i&, is impossible. A change is ~bisalutely imperative. 
If not socialism, then what? C e M y  not'fascism which would 
bring to the workers greater oppression and more misery. 
, Is it possible to madify and reform the present system by elimi- 
natiag its bad features? That is what many liberals and reformist ,, . 
f' socialists have been trying to do for many yews without the slight- 
' . est success; that is what Roosevelt wants to do and he has failed;, ' ' 
': ' that is what demagogues like Father Coughfh adwocate. 
In spite of conditions in the Soviet Unim we tevolutionq &d- 
l ists me convinced that zl. real socialist society is practicable and will 
actually solve the problems of mankind. Later I shall try to show 
the reasons why the situation in the Soviet Union is so cbntrary' to 
the theories and ideals of socialism, and that. mndiions in the 
Soviet Union, instead of disproving socialist theories, 
firm them. , 
You wiII, of course, understand that in these 
impossible to give more thpn n vng gened and sketchy p&ta- 
tion of the philosopbr and program of socialism. I hope that y k  
interest will be su6uentIy aroused to make you anxious to read. 
some of the sociatist classics and some of the current literature! 
deaIing more extensively with the thoughts that I shaJI present . be- , >  
fore ips (A kt of &,best baalw aqd pampldeb on sacidism 
cm be obtaiad from.'* b?c Ikxhbp,  28 Hpst 12th Streer. 
NewYorkCity.) 
Your M tble to suggest to you tbe pdt: 
lems in we, or ought to be, d tdy  'intmskd- :. 
Some of you are wemfloyed, sane itre wodring part thne 49. + 
And you .re worried. It may be that you have s d e d  ia savhg 
up a fen d o k s  su that you ean keep the wolf away for a sk i r t  
ahik but the CLULPC*L Pte that th wages popl teeive-d when working- 
f ~ ~ t a ~ j i u ~ ~ ~ ~ g h ~ ~ s c p y o u d y o o r f ~ ~  
food d inferior dathine If this "RooseveIt d o n v '  wil l  con- 
tiauk for r while lomga it will be nccess~rg for most of yoL to 3 apply fm -did 
on relief* E da not 
to osk for ielief; you :I it but you h o w  . f 
as wd ak I do, if not 
to all tbe q d *  
. ~ ; t i i m a k ~ i i a s l i i f f i r u l t ~  
At th present .qoqent a p p s ~ t o b e t h e i n a t  ' 
sriwpmblcmfndhgthcWarger~.~&shddmtreqaitem : 
attended dbadm t o 7 ' ~ ~  pn inbrlligaa wlo&akthrt tbc 
aUed ieaders of Mu& .nd.7p& m unable to solve that 
~ l e m . O m ~ u i n ~ i h r r , ~ a r e s h o t t i n g d o n n  
rrrrd~mdworlrers,willingandaaxiougtowork,uethroesn . 
on tbc who0 Rooseve1t beam president maq norhrs 
be&wd%bat he w d  m k  th p ~ o h h  Bqr a w h k  IIOCQpM- 
a n c r r t ~ ' d ~ ~ a ~ ~ d o ~ ~ b n t ~ w e ~ b g s l r  
a e ~ s m c n a -  * kmt fahe st&mcnb. Manwhile 
the lim* ia?thQe to d m *  
Andtbi ,prabhmof-whputof tbcgrnerPlp& 
km of ituemrie thpt plagues not d y  h b h  b ~ t  pixctidy 
all d o m o f t a p o ~  C h + a d ~ . d t h e p e o p k  
can hwe r feeding of economic secndtf. Ihe avfzrge mnn must 
worrp about his job or his little busbas lei bh 'fitmi; he must . 
worq about possible illness or accident to bhself or memhn i t  
& family; be most worq about old age. The future is hll of4 
risks and nacdnties. I 
Low Stmzdard of Li&g 
Even assuming that w&~~icqaueaf: did not exist and that the 
worker was provided for in his old age and in periods of i h e s ,  
there would s t i l l  be th p d h  of the low standard under which 
he is compelled to live. The average worker d e s  about eleven 
hundred dollars a year. According to government estimates it re- 
q u h  PboUt twenty-fout hundred doh a year for a family of 
four to five decently but how rmny f d e s  are there that can boast 
of such an income? Figures compiled by the Brookings Institute 
&ow that in 1929 there were over 16 millisn families, some 59% 
of & total, with incomes of less tban $2,000 a year. There were 
~ w l y  six million families with incomes of less than $1,000 a year. 
Very, very few workers earned enough to provide their f d e s  
; with a decent standard of living even in the years of greatest em- 
ployment. Millions of workers and poot farmers work excessively 
long hours and earn barely enough to keep body and soul together 
at the same time that the rich wallow in luxury. 
Another very dreadful problem confronting all of us is the prob- a 
lem of war. Hardly twenty yehn after the end of the last war 
when miliions of human beings were wounded and killed, the na- 
tiom are feverishly preparing for a new world slaughtet. In China 
the Japanese militarists are brutally killing and mpimiag hundreds 
of thousands of men, women and children; in Spain tens of thou- 
sari& of workers are d u n g  their lives in a heroic struggle 
against the fascists. No one bows how soon it will be before 
' mang of you will be drafted to fight Japanese workers and peas- 
ants. Preside& Rwsevelt who is supposed to be a very pace-loving 
-person has asked for a billion dollars with which to build a larger 
navy. Why should the President ask for such a huge sum for arma- 
ment purposes? Is there any reason why American workers should \ 
be called upon to fight Japanese or Italian or German workers? j 
The workers of all countries face tbe same problems. They work ' 
for low wages; they are thrown out of work; Lheg lead a miserable 
existence. What possiile hef i t  can they derive from taking up 
atms and wounding and slaughtering one another? 
Besides war, the low standard of living and i n s d q ,  there are 
other problems but I haven't the time to discuss any but the three 3' that I have mentioned and they an the most important. If we can 
solve the three major problems I believe all of the other problems 
%,>: will take q re  of themselves. 
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Why Problems Exist 
Is there any explanation for the existence of these problems? 
Why must the workers su&r from unemployment and war? Let 
us take a glance at OW society, how it is constituted and how it 
functions. Perhaps we can get a due to the reason for the existence 
of these problems and to a possible solution. 
Let me call your attention to the fact that all of u here are !$ compelled to work for some employer in order to m e a living. 
And this is true of the majority of the popidation. Why should that 
be! I am sure that there isn't a single one of you who would pot 
prefer to work for yourself provided, of course, you could &e a 
decent livelihood without working too !&my hours. Why is it nee: 
essary for you and others to gg to. a factory belonging to some one 
else and ask to be employed rather than work at home? q 
It is bycause you and e e r  workers have no tools and no ma- 
chinery and no raw rnateriak; The man to whom you apply for a 
job has all that, and that is why you are compelled to seek employ- - 1 ~ 
ment from him. He, on the other hand, needs you because you have 
something without which his machinery and raw material would be 
valueless: you have the mind, the muscle and the energy, in other 
words, the labor power or the capacity to work which is required 
to set the machinery into motion and to transform the raw material 
into finished products rdady to be sold. 
Many years ago it was possible for a mechanic to work for 
himself. The tools were simple and could be purchased for iittle 
money. But now the factories are huge, the machines are compli- 
cated and expensive, making it impossible for workers to own 
such machinery. In the course of many years of development, it has 
come to pass that some people own all the means of production ,!; 
and othm own nothing but the ability to work. The first group ,vc4 
which includes a small minority of the population is called the 
capitalist group or the bomgeoisie, and the second group which 
tomists of the vast majority of the people Pie designate by the tern. 
I 
4 
proletariat or working class. The existence of these two classes 
is the most conspicuous and important factor to be taken into con- 
sideration in any analysis of modern socjety- 
What impels the employer to hire workas? Is it because ke-is A a 
a religious and charitable gentleman who cannot tolerate the thought 
that the workas will suffer unless he gives them employment? , 
Or is it because he knows that the people need the products of his 
factory, whether they be clothing, or furniture, or tooth paste? . 
I ;.. .. -6 . r : 
YOU and I know that the mplloyer is 
 profit^. The sole .reason why a q  
hnd produces goods is because ' $ A ~  cao.&eC a 
goods that he produces and *ai sooo as he i 
pmfit he closes his factory -and 
- Since the capitalists &e in b&ws because they want to make . . # .  
profit and not because they are charitable people, and since the ..: ' 
, l o w  the wages-all things k g  equal-the higher the profits, : . 14 7
i< is only natural for the employers to pay as low wages as they can , 
ibly get away with. Should m y  one capitalist be so diiferent as to ' 
p 'gh wages, be would soon find himself in bankruptcy because % 
#us business would be taken amby by his competitors. The desire , 
for  profits plus the keen competition ktwbetwear. the capitalists guaran- , 
tee the lowest possible wag& to the wod~qrs. As long as the workers 
do not starve to death at the same timq ~ d ' b  hnve .the capIt;tlis~ 
without my one to do the work for thqa, so brig &re 'die bossed 
p e r f d y  satisfied with the conditions undrr wliich tfie w d e r s  lfee. , 
.. FortumteIy the workers do not swksit p~&el$.'#f' thrg &d5 
&eir.condition would be a thousand @mes tePa i t  is o'm. 
~ h e g ' o r ~ e  themselves into uniw st, that theg cpn MU&e d y  
Uling they possss, their labor poarrr, at a G&et ptke and d e r  
h e r  coeditions than the capitakt is willing to give them of his 
own will. But only a minority of the workers are or@ed ( ap  - 
pmximately eight million out of about thirty million workers that 
could be orgajnized belong to trade d o n s ) ,  and even that minorig 
is, compelled to struggle constantly to get a little more out of the 
employers. And cry frqwotly, if the workers, &rough theii ot- 
g&tiom, succeed i higher wages, prices of the goods 
&q have to lsuy ace .$hey remain in the m e  relative 
p&n. 
The histbry of the c p p h h t  system jn the lost century 2& 
that, although the standvd of livIbg, of sections of the working 
class hns tended to rise, it has not ,risen in comparison with the 
standard of the capitalists and proporti-1y-to the growth of 
industry. In spite of the -wbeliwd$y emormolls imcae in produc- 
t + ~  the vast majority of the wo~lers lead an oriskexe that is far 
from mmfbrtnble. On the h i s  of an analysis of the capitakt 
system and on the basis of its-histery we an say definitely that so 
lag- as .the profit system exis&, so long .will the few peupk who 
a own tjle meaas of produttion take the man for. themselves a d  
the @nrmd mi& fm &e yorking. class. 
,' b 
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Wby Uwmployment? 
You can see that even if the workers would be assured of steady 
emplop@ their lot would not be an enviable one. And when 
you consider that the average worker, in addition to making a small 
wage, must suffer from periodic spells of unemployment, you will 
admit that the systh under which we live is no bed of roses for 
the workers. For over a hundred years the capitalist system has been 
marked by alternate periods of business boom and depressionaand 
the professors of economics have been offering cures that do 
not cure. As a matter of fact every depression is wors 
previous one and we are now, in what can be called, a 
depression. When Roosevelt became President there were fiftm'" 
million unemployed. His Wew Deal'' was supposed to solve the 
problem, and now, after five years of R o o ~ e l t ,  we are almost 
badc to the same number of unemployed. 
There is a very simple reason for unemployment, but the capi- 
talists and their intellectual defenders will never accept that expla- 
nation because it is contrary to their interests. As I have indicated 
before, the employers produce goods only when they are reason- 
ably certain of making a profit. The competition that exists between 
I 
the capitalists drives them to produce their products ever more 
cheaply, and the most effective way to produce things cheaply is to 
produce them by machinery. Throughout the history of capitalism 
new machinery has been invented only for the purpose of reducing 
>the cost of production. Machinery necessarily displaces labor, and 
while it is true that it takes labor to create machinery, the total 
effect has been to create a condition which is called e'techn~l~gical 
unemp10pent." From your own experiences you know that every 
once in a while the number of workers is reduced ih a feory  
becaw a certain machine has been invented which can do. the 
wozk of ten, .twenty or even a hundred workers. 
Tedmologid unemployment, however, is pot the most impor- 
taat reason for the recurrence of periods of unemployment. Th 
capitalist system exists for only one p v :  to make profits. And 
most of the profit that is made is invested in order to make mot& 
profits. Profits are made from the labor of the workers; machinery 
displaces labor and at the same time makes it necessary to invest a 
greater amount of capital in propaion to the labor. The rate of 
p r d t  tends to decrease and on the basis of the invested capital the 
capitalist class as a whole, at certain pariods, finds it impossible to 
mpke any profit. And since capitalists will keep their plants open 
0 8 .  
only when they can make profit, they very naturally shut them down 
when such periods are reached. When suflicient capital is destroyed, 
and when wages are reduced to a point at which it once more be- 
comes profitable to hire workers, the plants are opened and we have 
another period of prosperity for the capitalist dass. 
The capitalist system is distinguished by the fact that complete 
anarchy exists in the production of goods for the market. Within 
a factory everything is planned but the general system works in a 
planless fashion. Miny capitalists compete amongst themselves, and 
they are all producing for a market, the extent of which they do not 
know. During a boom the markets are glutted with goods which 
the workers, because of their low wages, cannot possibly buy. Dur- 
ing a period of depression millions of tons of food rot betause 
the workers have no money to buy anything at all. Chaos and 
anarchy reign supreme at all times. Every attempt to regukte the 
capitalist system results in failure aeating ever greater clikdties, 
especially for the working class. The fascists claim that they rep-/  
late capitalism, but the only result of their regulation is a lower) 
standard of living for the workers. \ 
It is impossible in a series of three lectures covering the impor- 
tant questions of socialism to go into a detailed explariation of the 
warkings of the capitalist system. I have gone into it sdaently, I 
hope, to convince you that unemployment is part and parcel of the 
captitalist system. As long as the capitalist system exists, so long 
will there be periods of unemployment. To do away with unem- 
ployment, it is necessary to do away with the capitalist system. 
Cwlse of War 
War is the third important problem with mhich the workers 'of 
ail countries are confronted. And war is such a horrible thing 
that many well-meaniog people devote a great deal of energy in an 
attempt to find a solution which will make it unaecessary. Peace 
pacts, League of Nations, disarmament-all have been put foah 
by sincere pacifists and insincere politicians as the only effective 
solution for the problem. Some of these solutions have been tried 
but they have solved nothing. We are closer to war now than we 
have been in the last twenty years. Evidently there is something 
phoney about these solutions, and there is something about war 
which the peace-loving people, who offer them, do not understand. 
To comprehend the red miture of modem war we must do what 
r) 
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we did in the case of unemployment and the low standard of living, 
we must analyze how the capitast system functions. 
Once more we must start by emphasizing the fact that the ma%- 
ing of profit is the purpose of the capitalist system. What do the 
capitalists do with their p f i t s ?  Part of it they, of course, consume 
but they can consume only a d part. Most of the profits are 
invested in new enterprise to mah more profit. With the develop- 
ment of industry a pint is reached where new places for the in- 
vestment of capital must be found. As huge i t h e  United States 
is, for example, it is not large enough to absorb a11 the capital at 
the disposal of the American Carpitalists. New fields for the invest-, 
ment of the profits of Amarknn ciqital in undeveloped countries 
is constantly being sought. And in the realm of foreign invest- 
ments the big W e r s  or finmcial capitalists, with huge reserves of 
capital at their command, play the most important role. 
In addition: to Snding new fields for investment, it is also nec- 
essary for the capitalists to find new markets where they can dis- 
pose of the products which they are unable to sell to the people of 
their own country. A substantial part of the goods produced in this - 
country must be sold outside of the country, in spite of the fact 
that the workus here could very well use those products. But, as 
I have already indicate&# the employers are not concerned with the 
fact that the workers need things; they are concerned only with 
profits. 
Furthermore, at the present time, the need for raw materials, 
such as iron, coal, cotton, etc., is so gieat as to make it obligatory 
for the capitalists of every nation to assure for themselves easy 
access to places where necessary raw materials can be obtained. Even 
swh a rich country like the United States is compelled to import 
rubber and other products. Other capitalist countries, not so wealthy, 
are under the necessity of importing much more than the United 
states. 
The capitalist nations, therefore, find themselves co&Iled to 
look for places where their capitalists can dispose of their surplus 
goods, where they can invest their capital, and whefe they ian obtain 
I 
raw materials. Ibis purpose is p d a l l y  achieved by the subjugation p7:I 
of undeveloped countries, called colcinies. Thc whole continent of 
Africa, and most of Asia, has been parceled out among different 
capitalist nations. There are, in addition, certain territories which 
do not actually belong to any capitalist notion but, since the indus- 
tries of those territories are controlled by the capitalists of the big 
nations, they are indipendent only in &e. Such is the with 
many countries in South America and with China (at least that part 
of it which the Japanese imperinlists have not M y  conquered). 
The present stage of capitalism, when the capitalists of all m- 
tions export capital for investment in undeveloped countries, when 
they are struggling to obtain colonies and spheres of duence, is 
designated as the imperialist stage of capitailsm. 
Unfortunately for the c a ~ ~  nations thQe is a limit to the 
enah's surface and everything that is worth while has already been 
gobbled up. Socne capitalist nations came too late u p  the scene 
and found that their competitors had already taken all the juicy 
d o n s  of the world. England was arly and captured a.ll the choice- 
morsels, leaving very little for Germany and Italy. But the capi- 
talist nations can hardly live, let alone grow and prosper, without 
fields of investment and raw materials. The capitaiist nations that 
came too late upon the scene are coinpelled to struggle for a re- 
division of the colonial world. The rivalries between the capitalist 
nations inevitably lead to d c o ~ i c t .  The World War elimi- 
oat& Germany as a powerful imperialist power but only for a short 
period. At present England, France and the United States are fairly 
well satisfied with what they possess, while Germany, Italy and 
J a p  are the hungry wolves in the pack. Italy has conquered 
Ethiopia; Japan is now grabbing China; GamPny is threatening 
to take what she wants. War for a re-division of the world b e e n r  
the imperialist nations is inevitable. 
Upon analysis it can be seen that the hope to do away with war, 
without doing away with the heivalries of the imperialist powers, 
\\ 
is as utopian as the schemes to abolish unemployment under the 
capitalist systen~. To do away with war, we must get rid of im- 
perialism, and to get rid of imperialism, we must 3bolish capitalislg. 
. Any other solution is no solution. &&lL&hw&- 
' =$ -I... " So"iot2 
I have'aaalped the tridty of evils afflicting the working masses: 
the low standard of livirig, insecurity and' war. And I have shown 
that they can all be traced to one fundamental *cause, to the fact 
that the means of production belong to a small group of private 
owners who are iate;'rested in producing things only if they can 
make a profit out of such production. Knowing the basic cause of 
society's illnesses, we are id the position of a doctor who knows the 
3 cause of the sickness of a hutrian being. We a n  prescribe ,the cure. 
, . The cure is socialism. 
11 
The basic idea of socialism is that all the means of production 
a n d . d i ~ M ~ n  be owned in cammon by all of the people, and 
that every p r s ~ ,  who is not too yoong, or too old, ,or too sick, 
m nte in p'oducing those things whkh every mem6er.df society 
, n s a n d  uses. Instead of hving inditlidtmls or cofporations own - 
aIl the factories and hire workers to produce goods only when a 
profit can be m%de from their uk, society as a whole will own the 
fkories, and the workers will produce the thiogs required to feed. . 
house and clothe cll of the people, and to satisfy aIl of th*; cul- 
turaI needs. Admidstrittors elected by the workers will figure out , 
approximately how ducti of each article will be necessary to satSy 
the needs of society and the factories will be set into motion to pro- 
duce more than enough of slch itan. Every country will produce 
that which it is best fittad to produce and &ere will be an exchange 
of products betdeem diierent countries. 
Mead of the anarchy nad competition that prevail at the pres- 
ent, production nad distribution will be thoroughly p k m d  by 
a w e  ndministtators with the help and participation of the work- 
ers. The plans will be constantly subjected to d y s i s  and revision< 
It is impbsible, of course, to furnish a complete b1ueprint.aind.i- 
cating every detail of the W o n i n g  of society unda sochlism. 
Of one thing we can be certain. A diGge in th system of ' 
property fmn private ownership, producing for profit, to collect- , 4 
ive ownership, producing for Use, will solve the three problems 
' 
. 
which I mentioned as the major problems facing the workers. 
Wilt the standard .of living of the masses under socialism be 
hi@ than it is n w ?  
At the outset 1 must emphasize the proposition that the validity 
of the whole conception of socialism is based on the idea that in- 
dustry has developed to such a point that more than enough can 
be produd to satisfy all the reasonable needs of the population. 
For it is certain that if, after the industries are taken away from the 
private owners, not enough will be produced under soda1 owner- 
ship to give every one a high standard of &;ving, a struggle is bound 
to arise between different sections of the population and the 
stronger elements, and those in mon privileged positions will ulti- 
mately succeed in gaining economic and political power over the 
masses and we shall then have'the same struggle over again. If 
there are a thousand apples to be consumed by ten people with the 
- i' 
. . &B@&e that more apples Will be-foxthiqning Whepever aesesaqs 
::";&'&e d l  quarrel i h u t  Ms s h e  6f the apples. Bu+ if the .am- . 
+::'her of apples in propoxtion to those ready tb eat' than is small, 
: we can be certain of a ~ d a  ar ing between the would-be &s. !* 
In the last analysis sodolism will succeed only .if it guumttee~ a 
high standard of living to all people. 
t < We sodalists contend that industry hiis developed to a point 
where a sdlicient quantity of goods cnn bc produced to assure, ev- 
ery one a very high standard of living. Jdcati ion for the histbic 
a i s t p q , ~ f  capitalism is found in the fact that under it t& fmes 
of production have developed to an extraoidinary degree. In the , 
last century inore l&-saving madxinay has been invented thno 
in all' centuries of recodlid history pmding  it. It takes far less 
time to proddck an iddtely grater number. of products than 
dl prior to--the capitalist era: Having completed the historic 
sioii"af de&loping the fos* of production, capitalism hns pre- 
pwdvihe ground for a higwr stage of social drganiationa in 
the for& of prodtrction wiU develop still further. The 
prduction caiy &b l9p1ger f m o n  under the system of capitalist . 
priiate property. TbCg +re ~ & p e r d  and chained by the struggle 
between difkreg6.'&sses and different nations. .=mey cia fimc&a~ ,$ 
! . d~~g.@f.+et~ . 5 relewd from these fqtters. #f&: ,'$ 
.. '$#%!+a '& &&n that even at the pieseht time, in the period of ' ??, . - -  a l:? ?$ 
,' ~~,~b~itaE**&dine, enough-:- be prodGced in this country to enable I 
eyef~{@i .b g@n td pve in a decent mnnner. In the year 1929 the in- 
cmie Of ' I gainfully occupied persons amouated to eighty-one bil- 
. ~ i v i &  tb?t by the number of families snd you have 
h u a M  dollars for each family. That is a iarger in- 
-dzfty percent of the families received in that year. If OM 
consideration the tremendous waste that exists un&r 
, it can be readily seen that, even withoud my further 
pr:q@ss in $he devdopment of the productive forces, a change 
from capitalism to socialism, by eliminating the wwast aent in 
capital&@' vqpld wily raise the standard of living v b . all peopk 
:! -AQ the @ai@aa$!l now enjoyed by those who e m  around h e  thou- , 
! : d d t & u s a y e a ~ .  . 
BWaD waste is there capitalism? There is the waste of ad- 
'waste under capitalism and the present standard of living is imme- 
diately raised by four to five times, without increasing the forces of 
production. But everything points to tbe fact that under socialism 
the productive forces will take a leap forward, just as they did 
when capitalism displaced feudalism. And if that is correct, the 
standard of living will be infinitely higher than at present with the 
number of hours of work reduced to five and .wen four per day. 
With the production of goods in sdliciently large q d t i e s ,  so- 
cialism will solve the problem of the stDndPrd of living and at the 
ssm time solve the probkm of i d t y .  Since things will be pro- 
duced for use and not for @t, planning will be possible and 
feasible, and unemployment ririll disappear. If it should happen 
that because of some mistake toa much will be produced, it will 
mcrely signify mote leisure fog the workers. Provision will be made 
for those who are sick or who have reached a certain age. With 
profits. eliminated and production- increased, there will be no dif- 
ficulty for society to take care of those unable to work. 
But how can socialism solve the problem of war? It must be 
clearly understood that when we speak of socialism we mean a 
system that will displace capitalism in all of the important cow- 
[ 
tries. With the abolition of capitalism in the most important cow- 
tries, there will be no capitalists of different nationsS competing 
with one another for markets, raw materials and fields of invest- 
-, . 
ment. The rivaIries between capitalist nations based on the profit 
motive will disappear and instead we shall have the cooperation of 
all nations for the purpose of increasing production and exchanging 
goods between themselves. Countries most adapted to agridNte 
will exchange their products with countries where manufacturing has 
been developed. The industrially backward countries will be aided 
in their development, not because any one group of capitalists will 
make huge profits, but because the development of any backward 
country will be beneficial to all nations. With the destruction of 
s b e e n  nations will disappear, just as the destnrc- 
d ~ e s  away with the disease caused by that germ. 
You can readily see that the solution offered by the socialists 
for the pr+Iems of the workers and all of humanity is a very 
radical solution, one that goes to the root of the whole matter. In 
our opinion it is the only solution possible. 
Obstacles i~ the Path 
It is not sufhcient, however, merely to*recognize the necessary 
solution for a problem and rest. It is i n d b e n t  upon socialists to 
show how that solution can actually be realized. Suppose that you 
and I, a d  some thousands of others, agree that socialism is the 
only solution, what shall we do about it? It is possible'-that the so- 
lution is a correct one d y  in theory, that there is no way in which 
we can pht it into effect. It is possible that the difKculties in the 
way are so great that all our attempts to bring socialism in@ actual 
existence must inevitably fail. It is certainly necessary to convince 
many more people, than ate at present convinced, of the 4esir- 
ability and necessity for sociahm, In short we have to proceed to 
an enumeration of the Wculties confronting those who would 
want to see socialism put into effect, and themethod to be used 
to overcome those difficulties. 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the actual diiliculties I shall 
spend a minute or so on an objection which many people claim to 
be a conclusive refutation of the idea of socialism. If you have ever 
listened to any discussion of socialik you know that the first ar- 
gument advanced by the opponents of the idea is based un "human 
nature." Human nature is supposed to be such as to make socialism 
' a mere utopia, a '  fantastic and unrealizable dream. Let us analyze 
this argument. 
f Most thinking people at the present time accept the theory 
: 5 in the main, what a man is, how he looks upon life, what his 
i are, are a matter of enviromntnt When a person is born .neither religious nor irreligious, neither Catholic nor Jew. Most -people become religious and accept a definite kind of W ~ W L  
religion only because they grow up and are educated in that religion. - / You can take a h o d  children born of parents of dzerent na- 
I tionalities and religions, and if you subject them to the same en- ' vironment and training, the chances are that the vast majority will ', 
be either atheistic or religious, Christian or Mohammedan, depend- 
: ing upon what they have been taught. The same is true not only 
of religion but of patriotism, that is, people grow up to be patriotic 
Americans or Italians or F r e n h ,  not because they were born 
! such, but because tbcy were trained in theh youth -to be such. 
\ Similarly other social attitudes are determined by the training one receives at an early age. What the attitude of the average person is towards work, what ambitions he has, his attitude to property, 
. I are all, by and large, decided by the attitude of society in general on those questions. 
. It is true that there is a.minority of non-conformists, but that is 
: because conditions are insufferable -and the most 
4:>,.2 
are looking for a solution. It is also true that, under certain ex- 
ceptional circumstances, the majoritg will throw off its accepted 
ides but that also is because life becomes unbearable under pre- 
vailing conditions. But these are exceptional cases and tend rather 
to prove the general rule that so-called human nature is determined 
by the kind of society we live in. 
Under a socialist regime the educational system will have as its 
basic purpose the training of all pasons to act for the benegt of * 
society as a whole. The person brought up under such an educa- i: 
, I  tional system will see in society, not a place where he will have to 
' 
strug& against everybody else for a li&g, but an institution where 
he will be prepared to cooperate with every one else for the gen- 
eral welfare. Human nature will reflect the character of the future 
society just as present i t  assumes the competitive, selfish 
ing character of capitalist sod*. When you take i n ; o y E  
sGation the eed, the sttxf the % exist unda the sys em of private 
the human animal is so bad but 
not completely degenerated into a wild beast. If anything, it c 
be argued that man is inherently good and not bad. 
Let no one itnagin? that we socialists assert that-under socialism 
aU men will be born yith equal abilities. Just as at pmknt there 
will be individuals with' greater and lesser abilities, bui the superior 
individual will be educated to use his capacities to serve society 
and not to exploit others. For the person of greater talents, d k m ,  
by doing away with the struggle for food and dothbg, will mean 
a far greater opportunity for the exercise of those talents. 
Whiie the objection to socialism, based on the assertion 
it is against human nature, can be dismissed as having no 
the real difliculties are not of a minor nature and cannot 
garded. Throughout the ages those who owned the 
society surmmded themselves 
a:@& the propertyless and expl 
no exception to the rule. It has 
for itself, tangible and intangi 
ment to use them all whenever necessary. 
From your own experience you know that in the police the bosses 
have a very &dent instrument for the protection of their property 
rights. Most of yorrwere cm strike at one time or another, and you 
know that the &lice are ever ready to protect the employers A d  
the scabs. Picketing is limited or prevented altogether; the pickets 
are ar~sted and haed. And y& have pfobably pondaed tk fact 
that rarely, if ever, is a boss u We-br* arrested* By this 
every intelligent worker should koow thDt the duty of the police 
is to protect the p r o m  rights of the owners and not any rights 
which the workers am supposed to have. 
As between the workers nod cn@tAs;ts the police will always prop 
tect the rights of the lam, no matter who is in control of the p 
--nment+onsematives, liberals or even "sadists"-for the sim- 
ple reason that the function of the police under capitalism is to 
protect the capitalists and not the worke1:s. 'Should it occur that, 
because d the great number of workers on s e e  and their militanq, 
the police are unable to 'preserve order,*' the national guard or 
even the regular army will be d e d  out to defend the capitalists. 
Ia .addition the courts are always ready to do their bit to help the 
tSassw. Injm3tions are very frequently issued against strikes; many 
workers ar -given severe sentences in prison. All for the prakction 
of pro&. 
The total of the instruments of force, which have as their 
'purpose the protection of the prop* of the capitalists, is dledLw 
.the Th govaomeat, by which is meant the legislature that OL" 
passes lams the executive that administers the laws, and the ju- . tliciuy which interprets the laws, is part of the state apparatus and 
is in reality, as Karl Marx said, the executive committee cd the 
capitalist dass. The composition of a government may c b g e .  In 
this country, for instance, the Democratic party is now h conimL 
i 
Moge conservative or more liberal politiciam may displace the Dem- 
octoaks. But capitalism c o ~ e s  under every form of government. 
No matter what party is in power, as long as capitalism exists, so 
1% d it be the fmction of the state to pfotect the property of 
the owning class. 
. ,  
Fascism a d  Denracracy 
Sice the advent of fascism a great deal has been written and 
said abut  the relative merits of fascism and democracy. Many,, a- 
peddly the comunists, and sorne who call themselves socialists, 
argue that the workers must fight for democratic g o v ~ e n t s  
against fasdst governments, and this argument has a certain plau- 
sibility. It is necessary, however,' to examine &is contention very 
t, ciwefdy and distinguish between the correct and incorrect ele- 
4 ments of .the proposition. 
Wheni we speak of democracy it rusk  first of all be recognized 
that real democracy cannot e&t  for the workers so long as the 
basic means of production are owned and controlled by a small 
minority, the capitalist class. Dancaacy must of necessity be very 
limited unda conditions where the possession of weaW affords a 
group all opportunities for the exercise of freedom of the press, 
while that group, which is composed of poor people, cannot exer- 
cise such a right for the simple reason that it has no press. Nor is 
it possible to have real democracy in a society where one class has 
all the economic resources at its disposal. In essence demoaocg 
under capitalism furnishes the wodrers no more than the doubtful 
right to choose between different p u p s  of politicians who, in the 
end, will guard the property rights of the capitalist class. Using 
technical language, it can be said that capitalist democracy is noth- 
ing else but capitalist dictatorship, because through the ownership 
of the means of production, the. capitalists have the power to dicta& 
to all &om of the population. 
In several countries, notabli Germany and Italy, capitalist democ- 
racy has been displaced by fascism which makes no pretenses at 
granting democratic rights to the working dass bit which func- 
tions as an opeh and naked dictatorship of the capitalist dass. 
1 It is important to note that fascism developed at a time when 
capitalism reachad a stageof decline, when it can no longer afford 
the luxury of demoa&'fomrs. It fitst seized hold of those coun- ' tries where, either because of defeat in war or becaur-of lack-of 
raw materials, industry could not operate at a profit except by the 
most ruthless exploitation of the working class. In those countries 
fascism adually saved the capitalist system ftom complete collapse. 
The capitalist class was, of course, the chief beneficiary from the 
fascist victory even though the freedom *bf the capitplsts is lim- 
ited by fascism to a certain extent. The big capitalists are perfectly 
willing to pay the price of a limitation of their fteedom in order to 
save the capitalist system. Fascism and. capwst  democracy have 
the identical purpose of guardiag capitalist property. 
Ftom the false premise that the f u n d a m d  c o d i t  of the pres- 
ent period is betwen faxism and capitalist democracy, the com- 
munists and many othm b v e  drawn the conclusion that it is nec- 
essary to adopt the faid tectk of the'hpular Front. If the essential 
task is to save capitalist democracy from the onslaughts of fas- 
cism, and not to displace it by mrking-dass democracy* then it 
follows, according to this argument, that the organizations of the 
working class should unite with the liberal capitalist politicians 
Ghd fa% the existing capitalist strumire and who are bitterly op- 
pbsed to socialism. And (his- union comtitutes the Popular Froat. 
Necessarily in any union between working-class organkations and 
liberal democrats, the program agreed upon cannot possibly c00taiB 
provisions that are incompatible with the rights of capitalist private 
property. The inevitable result is that in any Popular Front, that is, 
in any union between working-class organizations and capitalist 
democrats, the former surrender their freedom of action and play 
second fiddle to the latter. And since capitalism, either through 
fascism or capitalist democracy, is unable, at the present stage of 
its development, to offer a dmnt livelihood to the masses of the 
people, the unavoida& consequences, especially where the Popu- 
lar Front assumes &+reigns ,of government, is that l a w  sections 
of the mid& class and e-g* of the working dass .become dis- 
heartened and dem~raiized,;~&s smoothing the path for a victory 
of fascism. 
This bas proved to be t@e case wherever &e idea of the Popular 
Front was- put into pradce. When the social democrats of Ga- 
many, immediak1y a h  the war, made an alliance with the lik& 
and, together with them assumed responsibility for gov 
many, they fallowed the tactic of the Populdr Front. 
offer any ifnprovement in the conditions of the people, d o n s  of 
the- Germ& working clus became indifferent, md the middle dass 
turned to Hitl~r, thus enabling him to take power. - 
Whereas, prior to Hitlet's victory, the communists rejected the 
idea proposed Liy revolutionary Marxists of creating a united front 
of all working-class organizations to fight the fascists, after the 
Nazis assumed power the communists became the most ardent 
champions of the idea of uniting with the liberals to save capi- 
Mlist democracy. Threatened by the victorious fascists, Stalin de- 
cided to rely on alliances with France and England and thereupon 
the communists discovered all the hidden virtues of capitslist de- 
mocracy. Whatever the motive fop the sudden shift of the commu- 
nists, the results of the Popular Front tactic must be the same: 
demoralization and defeat for the working class. 
In Spain, at the present time, we have an example of the treach- 
erg and the tragic impotence of the Popular Front tactic. When 
the faxist revolt broke out in July, 1936, it was dear to every b e  
hat  the workas, practically to a man, were ailling to clean out nll 
the capitalist elements of the country and establish a Workers' and 
' 
Peasants' Government. By expropriating all the capitalists, by giv- ii 
. ieg he he.lond to the pima&, and by gmtiag ,&e tight of self- 
d ~ ~ o n  to the M o r r w ,  such e government: would have 
a i o d .  ttemendous enthqsiasm. dmcmgst the whole popddan , 
Pnd would have compkly isolated and defeat4 th Spanish, I d -  
iaa-md G e m  fascists. 
Inst&, the PoPllpr Froat coalition govemmmf the very gov- . 
emment that permitted the fascists to prepare the imurr@on, was 
alJ0wed ta continue. Trbe few liberals witb no f~llowhg wete given I 
importrnt pos& an+ in order to obtain tbe support of the demo- 
a& capitalist g o v a m &  of Prvlg Pnd Enghd, the struggle ' j 
in Spain was &uaIf]r pmclaimed be one of capitalist d m o ~ c g  ' 
agaiost fascism. The mast ~ m u s  role was played by Stalin 
who, after c~onsiderable delay, sent..militilry eqaipmt to tbe Lag- 
alist Chwmmat but d y  oa mnditim that the workers would Rot - 
esclb3isB thir own permneat, nnd that a l l  revoIutiotrists would 
be s u p p o d  1 
The futile r r b  of th Ihphst s(..-t on France, @g- 
b d  d the United Wbq and the f a i h t  to raise the banner of \ I 
the socirl rmlution, b~ougbt w e  militq defeat aftm anothcr. 
TB-ds af IopLLL aad chwted revoutioonq anti-fasci$ts ot.e ia 
the jails-of Ek&c&m: h&ds have bmr killed by the '.3 
G.P.U. (seer& polite) Wwe they w d d  wt accept tbe treachery 
of the Loydist ~vernment. S h d d  the IEQpiists even win the war 
thc worl&rs will be -hexi unda the h&vy boots of a military fi 
dictatorship. 
The PopuIat Front has brought dpastating results for the work- , 
as of Spain; it can btiag nothing but defeat for the workers of 
France and of d o k r  countries. Tbe lesson of Spaia is clear and 
should sink deep into bw harts of the wbdms- Fascism can h 
t $ ~ o y e d  d g  thmugh the destruction of capitalism. 
The Urtited Froat 
While revolutionary socialists declare that both fascism and capi- 
talist democracy serve the interests of the capitalist class and that 
fascism is a product of capitalist democracy, they do not take a neu- 
tral attitude in any struggle between the two. The fact is that under 
capitalist democracy the workers have, to a certain extent, the right 
to organize, strike, and carry on political agitation, while under fas- 
cism they have no rights at all. We revolutionary sdalists contend 
that so long as the workers are not willing to fight for the over- 
throw of capitalist democracy and establish their own democracy, 
we mu$ do all in our powa to prevent fascism from gaining con- 
trol. For what is involved is. not only the parliamenq regime but 
also the organiratons of ,the working cfass. The re~olutionary 
workers do not struggle for capitalist democracy as a system of 
government but for the preservation of die democratic rights of the 
workers in a capitalist society. 
To guard these demoantic rights and to gain concessions from 
the capitalist class revolutionary socialists advocate the tactic of 
the united front as against the tactic of the Popular Front. We rec- 
ognize that the workers do not all follow one party or one or&- 
zation. There are different organhations , with diiferent programs, 
but all working-dass organiz&ons and parties have common in- 
terests in achieving immediate objectives and accomplishing spedfic 
tasks. To prevent the victory of fascism, and to gain better condi- 
tions of labor, are tasks which should bring all workers together, 
regardless of their differences in program. The united front tactic 
serves the purpose of uniting ali working-class organizations for 
some specific objective without in the least interfering with the 
right of each organization to propagate its ideas outside of the 
united front. Revolutionary socialists have no objection to middle 
class elements joining such a united front, but the leadership and 
control must remain in the hands of working-class organizations. 
The united front of working-class organizations opens the way 
to victory; the Popular or People's Front leads to inevitable defeat. 
IN THB COURSE of the first lecture I attempted to show that a very 
serious obstacle in the path of the working masses towards eman- 
cipation is the capitalist state, whether democratic or fascist. The 
mailed fist of the state cracks down upon the workers, even when 
they struggle against the bosses merely for a higher wage or better 
conditions. The mailed fist of the state says in effect: "I am here to 
protect the property of my master. I do not care how much misery 
and sufkring the people must undergo; capitalist property must be 
defended. Dare to touch that property and I will crush you." 
Deceit 
If the capitalists were to depend upon force alone to guarantee 
their privileged position, t h i r  situation would be precarious indeed. 
21 
Aker pll tbq. represent 0n.ty.a d l  siaority of the people. In th 
United Wes there arr probably no lnote than two to three million - 
oot of the forty-eight million gaiafully occupied who could be con- L? 
M as belonging to the'apitnlist c b .  As a mnttet of fnd, ,, 
the a&r of capitalist f d a  in CCUWOI of American industry .- ' 
ond hame is a mere hnndfd-sii, according to a recent boot 
60 Pmil ie~;] .  The overw-g majority of the population would 
b & t  by a change from the p r m  system to socialism. Against 
such a decisive majow the inshmxnts of force at the disposal 
of the capitalist class c d d  not prevail. If the working masses waJd 
be aroused and detenmined to b l i h  capitalismy the police and the 
army w d d  be helpless, e v a  if we assume that dl of the soldiers- 
wodd be lap1 to h e  &p&afirt dns. 
What the cspitalist dms qust d e p d  a .  more tban on force, 
is deceit, All the force in t b ~  world would not a n d  the capitalists 
if they could not deceive nod &&e the -sea Even their police 
and theit armies wodd not be rrlipble because the police aad 
the m y  are colnposed of people who mme from the working 
Crpss and vhp permit themelves to k,.used against th& dass 
brothers simply becausq they do not bow better. The rules 
of our present social see to it that the workers are su6jtxted 
t 0 a ~ & e m o f t r p i o i ~ w 6 i c h ~ ~ ~ ~ e e d s i n ~ ~ t b e m k ~ e ~ e t h p t  9 ,  
th present system is the best possible ~~ &d that if there is . " 
mything wrong with it, it is only of s mbdr chmacter d c a n  be ' 
easily cured by changing the p ~ k e  who u e  in cmtml of things. 
It is the deceptkn of the mwes9c rrmg than mything else, that 
~lcnrrp the aisteace of a soda1 o r b  which brings so much misery 
and d e r b g  to the vast majority of the people. 
What 4htkutions exist for the purpose of deceiving the masses? 
There w- quite e few, tbc rwst irnprtant being the church, th 
prew* 'he drrcathd system and fhe radio. Fmm early childhood 
evay pason is subjected to thc iduence of ideas which tend to ., 
mplre him respect authoritys' md to klim in things as they are. 'E 
Obedience is the virtue stressed by teligious teachers pnd by scbool . 
teachers. Here and there, of cozirsle3 there are teachers of more in- ', 
dependent thoarght, who i&vnvc mdi @dents to quation ac- , I  cepted dodxhes w d  practices, ht they are few and far b e e n ,  ;,-
and have no'inffmmce in tbe mol&g of pd uphiun. "4 Some of you may be religious ond may posibly resent my a t e -  q 
( I  ' mcnt that tbe church is om of the pillars of the capitalist system 
;. 
with its exploitation and war. I shall not deny that I am an-atheist 
and that all advocates of revolutionary d s m  look upon religion 
as contrary to science and reason, and as an effective method to make 
the masses reconciled to their fate on eaah by promising them un- 
bounded joys in heaven. I shall also not deny that some or all 
religious systems contain many noble teachings which are impos- 
sible of realitation unda the present system. One of the ten com- 
mandments, for example, imposes the duty not to kill, but l d  
at the millions of men who are butchered in capitalist wars. There 
are many other precepts of a very idealistic nature which are con- 
veniently forgotten by the churches. 
If, because of your early training, you feel that religion is nec- 
essary for your peace of mind, well and good. But do not permit 
that to interfere with your participation in the struggle for the 
emancipation of the working class. At least distinguish very care- 
fully between your religion which is a source of consolation to you 
and the church as an institution which. functions on behalf of the 
ruling class. If any one doubts that the chwh is arrayed on the 
side of property, let him giance at the composition of the board 
of m e e s  of most of the churches. AImost invariably the same 
type of people are trustees of the churches as are directors of busi- 
ness corporations. Capitalists contribute heavily to the churches and 
they, who pay the p i p ,  call the tune. There are, of course, ex- 
ceptions to all general rules and at times one h d s  a minister of a 
church coming out in favor of the workers, but as an institution it 
is undeniable that the church is one of the most powerful guardians 
of the interests of the capitalist class. 
In countries with a free and compulsory school system, the mem- 
bas of the ruling dass depend upon the schools, more perhaps than 
upon the churches, to instill into the minds of the working-class 
youth a proper respect for all the institutions and ideas which en- 
sure the continuaare of the present system. Above all, the educa- 
tional system attempts to imbue the young people with an intaw 
patriotism. To be ready to fight and die for one's country (which, 
of course, means the country owned by the capitalists) is pictured 
as the highest of all virtues. The average boy or girl is graduated 
from school firmly convinced that the economic, political and so- 
aal ideas and ideals that theg have been taught are correct and nec- 
essary. They are prepared to fight, not in the interest of their class, 
but for things as they are, for the benefit of those who exploit them. 
While the educational system, both religious and secular, molds 
the minds of the people in their earlier years, the press is the 
chief imtmment in the work of confusing and deceiving them in 
later life. 'Day in and day out the Capitalist press tums loose a 
Peritable flood of lies and half-truths, the sum and substance of 
which is that capitalism is the best of all possible systems and that 
ody people with vicious tendencies would want to change tbnt 
system. And there is very little that those of us, who want to estab- 
Iish a new s a d  order, can do in order to .counter-act the propa- 
ganda of the capitalist press. To publish a papa or a magazine that 
can hope to acquire a large circulation requires tremendous capital. 
The large newspapers and magazines are owned by wealthy capi- 
Usts and depend for their advertisements on the big business 
people. They hire the best writers who are willing to sell their 
talents to those who can pay the highest price. On the other hand, 
the r w o f u t i ~  press must depend upon the pennies of the com- 
paratively few workers who bve tom themselves away from- the 
ideas supported by the ruling dass. For wery worker who has a 
chance to read a paper advocating the ideas of socialism, there are 
tens of thousands who read nothing except the capitalist press. 
Besides the press there are the d o  and the cinema subtly 
spreading the same poison tbat benumbs the thinking faculties of 
the workers. On all sides &ere staad the sentries of the rulers 
guarding the interests of the aploiting fear. Force and deceit are the 
two watch dogs keeping the masses in subjeaion to a system which 
offers the vast majority of the people d n g  but a low standard 
of living, immdty and war, 
m & i ~ a ~  h h & s  of Worke~s 
Influenced by the false ideas propagated by the capitalist class, 
the workers not only fail to struggle against their. real enemies but 
actually w t  themselves to be arrayed against one another. Thep 
allow themseives to be divided on racial, national and religious 
grounds. Prejudices are fostered amongst the workers and thereby 
the struggle against the common enemy is weakened. The best ex- 
ample of a prejudice that causes untold ham to the labor moue- 
m a t  is the prejudice of the white against the colored worker. 
Several centuries ago tens of thousands of Negroes were brought 
into this country (they were kidnapped in their native land) and 
sold into slavery. Through their toil the southern plantation owners 
grew wealthy. Because of the struggle betyeen the northern indus- 
trialists and the southern plantation barons the Negroes were fi- 
nally freed from chattel slavery only to find themselves members of 
the dnss of wage slaves. The white workers both of the South and 
the Noah were imbued with the prejudices of the ruling strata of 
society. Until very recently the colored workers were not permitted 
membership in the trade unions and. &en now most of the Amer- 
ican Federation of Labor unions will not admit Negroes on the 
same basis as white workers. 
It is essential that the white workers realize that this unreasoning 
prejudice a@st the colored workers can bring incalculable harm 
to the working class. There are millions of colored workers in this 
country, and it is inconceivable that the white workers can solve 
their problems without the willing and loyal co-operation of the 
Negro workers. The latter are the.rnost exploited of all workers 
and they can be easily enlistened in the struggle against the capita- 
lists. But the white worker must first recognize the colored worker 
as his equal in every respect. Th; white workers must fight on be- 
half of the social, political and economic quality of the Negro 
people and thus'gain a mighty ally in the struggle for freedom. 
In addition to the racial prejudice of the white workers against 
the -Negroes, national prejudices exist amongst the white workers. 
In this country, because of the immigration of many different 
nationalities, we have a situation where Hungarians, Germans, 
Italians and workers of other nationalities toil side by side. The 
employers constantly try to create divisiok and strife amongst the 
workers. False ideas of superior and inferior nations .are cultivated 
in their minds, all for the purpose of destroying the solidarity of 
the working class. 
Mighty forces stand in the path of the working class. The state 
consisting of the police, the army, the courts, the jails, the govern- 
ment; the institutions that exist for the purpose of subduing and 
deceiving the minds of the masses, such as the church, the press, 
the schools, etc.; the divisions in the ranks of the workers them- 
selves, divisions that are fostered by the ruling class. Can these 
mighty forces ever be defeated? Will the workers- ever unite and 
join in the struggle for true freedom and true equality? There are 
msny who throw up their hands in despair, proclaiming the hope- 
lessness of the struggle. Let us look into the matter a little further. 
If we glance for a moment at history, we discover that there have 
been revolutions in the past and successful revolutions. Consider 
first,. the French Revolution of 1789. Prior to that revolution 
France was under the domination of a class of noble landowners. 
They controlled the state in the same .way that the capitalists con- 
ttol the present state; they were in chagge of the church and, to a 
huge extent, they moulded the ideas of the masses. At that time the 
metcbants and industridsts, the predecessors of the present &g - 
dus, were oppressed by the landowners. Industry and commerce -;# , r
had gmwn and developed but only to a limited extent because tbe , 
feudal order, under which the landowners ruled, prevented their 
rapid evolution. The masses, consisting of the pea- in the rural 
areas and the artisans and workers in the cities, suffered want and 
privation. Revolutionists appeared on the scene demanding libatg 
and equality for the people, agitating for a change in the d 
systern. Their demands were met by governmental repressions, by 
clubbhgs, jailing pmi shootings. But the feudal state could not 
solve the problems confronting the people. The productive forces, 
hemmed in by the feudal order, could not develop nod function. 
The agitation continued, in spite of the repressive measures of the 
g o y e n t .  The dass that took the lead in the struggle against 
the existing reghe was the rising capitalist class; the masses, 
driven by s*ering, followed that dass, hoping that their condition 
would improb% Finally the Parisian workers and artisans revolted 
and in the course of h fen years completely destroyed the feudal 
sodal system. CapitaIid was victorious. The masses auld go no 
futther at that time for the reason that the ground was not yet 
prepared for socialism. I 
A social order which had a t ' i ~  command all the forces of the 
state and of the dnurh was o v e d e d  by the masses who were kept 
. .. 
in ignoraace and subjection. q 
Anotha ,exampie of a successful revolution occurred in Russia. ' 
In 1917 the workers and peasmts qf that county overthrew the 
Tsar and eight moaths later theg rid themselves of the capitalists 
and tandlords and established their own government. Before the 
&muchy was ovathrown, it appeared that the Russian people 
were destined to remain under the yoke of tsarism for ever and 
ever. The rulers had a tremendous amy and a huge police force; 
the church kept the masses in ignorance. But misery and suffering 
i 
compiled the masses to look for a way out. Neither the police nor 
the church nor the army could protect the monarchy. As a matter 
of fact, the army itself was i n f d  with revolutionary sentiments, 
and the result. was that the monarchy toppled over without offering 
26 * 
any resistance. The same was true of th landlords and capitalists 
a short while later. 
The lessoh of these pnd &r revolutions is dear. When the 
problems cod- ia k p k  manot be wlved by the ruling 
class, when the ps~pfe are corn* to d e r  witbout getting re- 
lief, when they Mold an arrogant minority wdowing in l v ,  
indifferent to the fate 06 the. masses, then they are in a mood to 
listen to h e  who propose o radical solutio~. The ideas which the 
ruling class pounded into the minds of the masses lose tb& bold 
and new ideas are accepted. Thc cover which blinded the -ken 
is lifted from their eyes and they replize that they must take their 
fate into their own handsds No farce on aah can stop thaa 
History teaches that when a of wcieeg outlives its useful- 
ness, when i n  the womb of the d d  d c t g  there has hen prepared 
the possibility of a new d J  order, when the massa~suffer need- 
lessly, and when the mliq dnra is d l t  to solve the problems 
facing aociety-uder such ck- idas repmting 
the new socint orda are accepted by the masses, nnd instromeats 
of force and deceit it the disposal of the ruliag dpss are helples 
to pxeseme the old order. A tcvol&n occurs a llrw soci.l 
system comes into being. 
Eveqthhg points to the fact that q e  upitdid system under 
which we live is subject to the same laws.of historical devebpment. ' 
It was born nnd grew tn some atcnt under the system of feu-. 
The capitalist c b s  struggled with the feudal mbility for sopem- 
acy nnd, because a* was a social system superior to fen- 
dnlism, thc capitlist class was victorious. Capitalism tfKn developed 
at a trmendcm p+h'until it c o n q u d  the wble worM. Although 
the did not gain the liberty and equality which thep hopad 
for and which wae pmmiscd them, the gmmd was prepared, 
through the deveiopat  of the productive forces, for the 4- 
l i h e n t  of socinliaa and the Pbdition of all ineqnrlitks. And 
now the capitalist qstem, Pfta having rcnmcd the w?nitb of its 
development, is in a state of dediac. In spite of the vast produc- 
tive forces, the p p l e  are compelled to d e r  f a  the need of 
food, clothing d sbelter. Factories nrr idk when workers ue 
-looking for work; farmers rre wonied nbaa selling their products 
at a time when people go hungry. The apitrlist system has out- 
lived its us- and must, be replaced by n new system. . . 
If it were a question solely of educating thc masses through 
books, pamphlets md w, then indeed the difliculties in the 
way of eboogiag the present system ai@d & ins--table. But 
the most e6kctive teacher is life itself. The hardships which the 
warkss ue compelred to endure amse thcm to think and drive . 
thm to attempt some solution. They may be misled at first, bg '! 
daqppes, or by the buremaatic leaders of their own organi- , 
*; p:$$ zations, but ultimately they will see that there is no suku%on o w  + ,.::,% 
thnn to take over the industries and operate them for the bencfit 
of the people. q 
And o m  the wide masses rally around the ideas of socinlism, 
3 
nothing in the world can stop thet progress. Neither the state, I 
nor the church, nor the press, will save the present system. I 
L ~ Q &  Musj Lead in fbs @ruggIe for Socialism 
: 
Having considered the dMidti2s confronting those intetktd 
in ch&ng our social order, andginghving shorn that those dif5d- 
ties axe not innum0~1.tab5e, it is incumbmt upon us to proaai to 
7 T  
an analysis of the general methods which, in our opinion, will 
bad in bringing humnnity to its ultimate goPL Thar are mnny 
- persons who agree, or who dPim to agree, with the socialist idad ' 
bat who difSer amongst thmslves as to the path which sboud . ' 
be followed in achieving the g o d  Are there many paths a l l  equally 
good d all ultimately reaching the destination, or is there; ody 
one road with all other roads ending a blind alley? 
It is important, in the first instance, to answer the qudm: 
whka group in society will be the spearhead in the stru@c for 
a new society? Fwn what I have said before, you can sutrnisc that 
we soci- think in t e r n  of dasses. I pointed out that the opi- 
tslist d r s s  timk the lend in destroying the feudal system with the 
masses of.& people simply following the capitalist c k .  Of great' 
si@~na is the fact that, LlOt.long after the capitalists achieved 
' 
@tical power, they were codmated by the necessity of ushg that ' * '  
p0wececko resist-the enm&em of a new dass. That new d2lss * 
consktd of the ia*al wage workets w40, even at that time, 
wae herded together in f w e s  and mines in fairly large &- 
be~. .Could &ere be anything mon natwa1 thon for a large num- 
ba d people m&g in one place to or@e for the purpose of 
improving their conditions of labor? That is exactly what the 
workers did; thcg organized trade unions. In those early days the 
workers attributed their miserable plight to the machine and ac- 
tnalljr set about destroying machinery. But that period did not last 
long. Soon the workets realized that it was useless to fight against 
the machine which couLd & .used for the benefit of labor as well 
as to oppress it; they saw tbPt thek struggle must be waged against 
the owners of the machine, the people who were reaping all the 
rich harvests as a result of the introduction of &q. 
In 1848 Karl k and Frisdrch Bagels published the Corn- 
munist Manifesto and in that little book they an?lgzed the adual 
struggle that was going oa in modern society. They pointed out 
that, just as the capitalist c b s  sttuggid against the feudal land- 
owners and finally conquered power, so now the industrial prole- 
tariat, or the wage-working class, is struggling against the capitalist 
class, and this struggle will go on until the working class will gain 
politid power and reconstruct society on a socialist basis. 
That the capitalist dass and the industrial wage-working dass 
are not the ody classes in society is readily admitted by every 
socialist. All other sections of society, such as the farmers, the 
professionals, etc., may be grouped in the middle dsss. That class 
is an exceedingly important dass, but in modem society those who 
control and operate the means of production play the decisive role. 
The capitalist class controls the means of production at present; 
the wage-working class is the only other class that can hope to 
control and operate the industries. Consequently the struggle for 
power is p r i d y  a struggle between the capitatist class and the 
working class. The heterogeneous middle dass cannot and does 
not play an independent rol-it follows either the working class 
or the capitalist dass. 
Modem industry asse~bles the workers in large masses, rmk- 
ing them susceptible to orgmization. Members of the middle 
class, especially the farmers, are scattered, and to organize them is 
far more diilicult. Then again, and what is most important, the 
conditions under which the workers exist tend to make them ap- 
preciate the necessity for socialisa Within the factories, where . 
thousands of workers are employed, there is perfect c~optxation. 
Each worker does his own particular job and many of them q k -  
ing cooperatively turn- out one product. A person working in a 
huge factory soon comes to realize that in the sphere of production, 
within the limits of one factory, there is socialism on a d l  
scale. It is only outside the factory, in the sphere of distribution, 
that anarchy prevails. The idea of adending the order that exists 
within the factory to include all of economic activity seems .most 
natural to the thinking worker. 
On the othe~ hand, members of the middle class like the farmer 
and th store-keep work mainly as imdivlduals and 
crea& sm individualistic pspchofogy'in them. To the 
ls a dm, socialism appears con* to 'Cnahral law. 
~moogrt he farmers or d machnnts is genedy  % 3 e p d  hi, ,. 
oppmitidn to tmsts and big lmha. The dass~cdous  worker hPP : 
no nwon to o p "  big b d t m s  baruse it is big; there is nothing - 
to be gained and a let to be loat $ splitting up. one bigdind- 
' into a lot of di busitEsses, It is f a  &a to convince workers 
- thrtwhsfShddhCdmeiSn0tt0dCStfqththu~tnutsbutto 
take them over aad operate than forthe wIfase of he peoplee 
Modan hid*, in ndditioa to making tbe working dus amen- 
able to socialist id- hpsp.lso placed it in o very strategic position. 
At pny time dre workas SO desire, they can pamdp industry or 
breathe life into it, and this poaa enables than to control dl of 
soeid life. The capitafist dass controls id- at the p v t  
ttnc b u t x  of its owngkhip9 but ifLmald not opefate industry 
without the wofkers, while'the l a m  b n ~ e  no need of the api-s ; 
to keep the wheels of iardwrj in motim, In h industrially dewl- : 
oped country lilce the United States8 the wage workers kith t6et ' 
f d a  cmsthte- a maw of the population, but itr octrut 
stnagh is "far &"ate thpnits numerid.pmpdm. It is the d y  ' 
dnrs that an chdehgeJthc sight of the upitxdist clus to d e *  
I nm not suggesthi&tht the working dau should be arrayed : 
awd&m-.Wleitis-Wthemiddlecltlssw- - 
not see the advisability and necessity for socialism rs &wly as the , 
workiag c h i ,  it  is also tflue that the middle class d e r s  under 
cqitalism just as well nr thc nhilring drss. We r e v o M q . , *  
cipliar pfo in ~ P V O ~  of adoptlng policiq which will @a the:,*: 
pod af od many peapk as p i b k  wgi pn not manbas ~f.t#e;~ 
Sotinlinn OOt S$'dV&'&h pmblan~ of 
as butlof dl d d .  The aorkiog dPcs at all tims must .ttaaat!i 
to.sfan th famxs a d  &r d o f l s  of tbe middle dru . 
up 4th the welf- of the work-. Thg ' 
whothinLthntas~istbeworkasgain - 
* c t ~ a d  powa ttry will i&xmediat* ctXqe1 all the f ~ m m s  
PnctPI1thdlbPtsincssmentp@ve.uptheirf~nnsmd-bd- 
m~a  to the gar- A aarkas' government will &oar th 
fivmas by acsmpb that they will bc far bata off by workiag 
b&et., with the latest nmchbxq, on n cooperative fann thnn by 
filling thdr own soil. Fotce sgoinst th fumas and other middle 
~Iass ekmcnts to make than adopt wcttist mdmds is sbml&ly 
excluded, 
the confidence p d  support of the middle c h s  it is es- 
labor should knon what it wants and act decisively to 
hesitates and fiounders about, if it shows no ability to 
solve the problems that ccdront the middle dass, then the middle 
class will turn to others for leadership. Fundamentally, the reason 
for the birth and growth of fascism is because of the failure of the 
working class to take over power and reconstruct society on a social- 
ist basis. The World War of 1914-1918 conclusively proved that 
capitalism had outlived its usefulness and had nothing more to 
offer mankind than self-destruction. It was the duty of the prole- 
tariat to take over social leadership and reorganize society. Its 
to do so (for reasons I shall mention later) enabled the 
of Italy, Germany, and of other countries, to mobilize the 
e dass for the putposes of reaction. 
istory has placed upon the shoulders of the working class the 
of solving humanity's problems. Failure to do so means to 
the victory of fascism the world over with the complete sup- 
on of the workers' organizations, terrible imperialist wars, and 
on of all civilization. 
orkers Need Politiical Power 
To achieve socialism labor must fiSt gain political power. The 
capitalist class under feudalism had economic power; it required 
political power to consolidate and guarantee its economic power; 
it obtained political supremacy by a revolutionary overthrow of 
the feudal nobility. The workers under capitalism have no economic 
power (except in the saw that they can bring industry to a halt 
by withdrawing their labor power) and neither have they political 
power. Before they can take over the industries and proceed to con- 
struct a socialist society, they will have to take over the power of 
What that means is that the workers must create thek own 
state. Just as the feudal landowners had their state to protect their 
rule, and just as the cdpitalist class has its state to protect its domi- 
nant position, so must the workers organize their own state power 
for the purpose of establishing socialism. Whereas all previous 
forms of state served the purpose of guarding the property inter- 
ests of a minority of the people against the mrjoritg, the workers' 
state will be the instrument of the vast majority of the population 
for the putpose of abolishing all forms of exploitation. 




means of production now owned by the cipitalists, and will oper- 
ate them for the bedit of all the paople. It will, in the second - 
instance, gwrd its nrlc against any counter-revolutionary attempts .' 
by native or foreign capitalists. And, f ldly,  it will proceed to ~ 
organize productian and to educate the people, sd that socidim , 
achdy  function* 
This is what is meant by the statement that the struggle of the 
working class is political in character. It is a struggle to wrest tbc 
political power away from the capitalists, and to establish the po- 
litical power of the workas, a p e r  which will build socialisn. .. 
What will be the form of the workers7 state? At present here . 
is the capitalist state with its pdice force and m y  cornplete1y - 
separated. from the people, with. a bureaucracy, the top l a p  of 
which, i s  i&mately connected wih the big eapitdsts. The people 
are not permitted to bear arms except when 'they are drafted for 
wpr purposes. In demmatic'capitalist countries like ours the work- ' 
ers are allowed to vote for representatives in Congress and the 
voting t&a place by geographical districts. The representatives 
are elected for ii definite t am and before there is another election - 
that term must expire. In a workers' state the governmat wiIi 
consist of a council or house of delegates composed of reprcseata- 
tives elected by the workers at the place of their l a b .  These repre- I 
senbtives will alyays be subject to recall and will receive no more ! 
than tbe average wage of any worker. With the exception of em- 
, i 
mies of the w o h g  class, the whole population will be armed. I! At presmt, in the countrib where capitalist dennocracy pzedsy 
there are provisiuns in the constitutions, or on the stawe boobt 2i 
grimtirig everyone Phe right of free press, free speech and fm ! 
assembly. having out of considemtion the fact that the ru&a$ 
dnss in  a c t d  practice-limits those rights, and in critical morn- .,+ 
abolishes them altogelher, it is essential to understand that '2 
pov* of the workers makes it exceedingly &fJicult fot them to ,;j 
exercise h e  rig2r.t~. Without the money to purchase printing '. 
presses, or rent ~ 1 y  h a ~ q  the rights ef free spe~rh and free 4 
p m  are nothing but rights on pnpa. Wl& the abolition of capi- g 
tali-, the right of individual capitalists to own huge printing 
plants will be abolished, and the workers will then be in a position ; 
to take advantage of their privileges. 
There will natut:ally be differences of opinion imongst the people 
as to policies to be pursued after the workers take over polidd , 
power. Those differences will have to be decided in a democratic 
\ 1 
manner, just as at present in a d-atic labur union differences 
of oiews exist and the majority prevails after cliscussion and voting. 
Any minority group will be furnished with the means, propottion- 
ate to its number, to amble it to present its viewpoint before the 
people* 
Because there will be m small m i ~ ~ r i t y  of capitalists monopolit- 
ing all the wealth, democracy in a workers' state will have real 
meaning., It will be limited only in the sense that no one person 
will be per@tted 'to exploit my other pason. I know that some 
of you are mentally comparing the picture I have painted of 
democracy in a workers' state with .the terrible reality that exists 
now in the Soviet Union. I M discuss the question of the Soviet 
Union before I am through. Here I want to point out that our 
program calls for just what I have indicated, and with the active 
partiapation of the workers that pr0,gta.m can be realited. 
Soci&sts, however, contend that the workers' state will, not last 
for many generations. The necessity for any state exists only be- 
cause there are classes in society, and one class requires the instq- 
m a t  of the state to d e  over the other classes. Do away with 
classes and you do away with the necessity of any state. As soon 
as the workers in the most important apitalist countries take over 
political power and nationalize all of the industries; as soon as 
the industries are developed to a point where all the needs of the 
people will be satisfied; as soon as classes will disappeat, and dl 
of the people will be educated in the ideas of a new social order, 
then the state will lose its function and the various instruments of 
force will gradually disappear. , 
WUT METHODS will the workers be compelled to use in order 
to destroy the political power of the capi&lists and to establish 
their own power? 
In countries, such as Gemany and Italy, where the fascists 
have destroyed every right that the workers ever had, it is per- 
fectly clear that the workers will be compelled to use violence in 
order to get rid of their fascist oppressors. But how about the 
United States, England or France? In these counbdes the workers 
have the right to vote. Why is it not possible for them to elect a 
majority of socialists in Congress ot in Parliament and establish : 
soci&sm by law? 4 
A peaceful change is an ideal most desirable. Everyone, ape- 4 
cially the revolutionary socialists, will subscribe to that idea. The 4 
question, however, is not whether it is desirable but whether it is 
possible. On the statute books of most of the Sates there are 
'*criminal syndicalism" laws providing long prison sentences for 
anyone who advocates the overthrow of the government by vio- 
lence. Such laws will be as efEective as iaws against the occurrenm 
of earthquakes. For revolutions cannot be prevented by any law. 
' 
Like coovulsions in nature, theg are the result of the evolution of 
forces beyond the power of rnan to stop. 
On the basis of history a d  of theory, we are justified in pre- 
dicting that the capitalist dass will not surrender power to the 
working dads without a violent struggle. History knows no ex- 
ample of the peaceful surrender of an exploiting minority to an 
oppressed majority. The actual conduct of the capitalist dass at the 
present timey the violence which it uses against the workers when they 
strike for an improvement in their conditions, confirm the histotical 
lesson, and justify the prediction that they, who will lose thdr 
wealth and power, will utilize all forms of violence 
overwhelming majority. 
Tbe form of government in the United States 
rantees the d i n g  dass its domination against the will of the 
majority of the people. To introduce socialism by law would re- 
qnire an amendment to the constitution and for that a two-thirds 
majority of both houses of Congress and a majority in three-fomths , 
of the state legislatures is required. Thirteen smal l  and backward 
states c d d  prevent any amendment to the constitution. Revolu- 
tionary socinlists all favor a peaceful transformation of the pres- . 
- ent order to the socialist order, but he is insane who thinks that ,iJ, 
millions of works  will consent to starve because a minority of ?# 
exploiters will threaten to, and will actually use violence against ::xT 
them. 
, % -  : $  
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If there is any one thing that will prevent the capitalists from 2; 
using violence, it will be the strong organitations of the working 
t i  
class. The greater the strength of the working-class organizations, . -  
the less violence will there be. 
Workers Need a Political P a t y  
We need not look very closely at the working class to see that 
, - 3 4  
it has very serious divi4ol~ There are divisions between sldlled, 
&-skilled and unslcilld warlkers; &ere are differences in politid 
development; thae are divisions based upon mace, creed and m- 
tionality. The workers, fdermora,  are not born wciakts. The 
conditions under which they labor make them amenable to soddist 
ideas but there must be m e  OT-n that wumes the respon- 
sibility of teaching the workers those idens, of convincing them of 
the necessity to struggle for soci9liso, of representing their histuric 
interestk What is absolutely occcsssry is an oganbtion of w o r k  
who, regardless of their &ill or lack of Jldll. regardless of my 
~o~ differences, agree u p  the necessity of solving the 
problems of the working dsss thrwg.4 the overthrow of the api- 
talist system and the establishment of sodaliaa 
As I have indicated before, the dmggle betwgn the c=apiW 
,class and the working dass is a polideal struggle, and a political 
party is necessary to guide the workers in that struggle. Without 
a party the w o w  c h  w d d  be like a body without a head. 
Every class acts through a party; at certain times through one party; 
and at othu times through mother psrtg. The capitPlists rule but 
they rule either through the Republican or through the Democratic 
party, and sometimes they rule &rough partie falsely chiming to 
represent the interests of the working dass. ' ' 
Only one type of w0rki.q-&s politbdputy has shown itself 
able to lead the woxkm in a successful revolution, and that is a 
p ~ o f t h e ( y p e o f t h e B o ~ & p e r t y u n d e r L e n i n . I t i s h i g h l y  
signibnt that s h  1917, ie many countries, the workers have 
been grievously defeated, and in those countries there was no po- . 
l itid party simiIv to the Bolshevik party. The fact that la Russia 
in 1917 there was a r evoh t ioq  hbfxist party, and that the pro- 
#:- - r letarian revolatim was successful, and that in Italy, Germany, 
that theoq that we of the 
to build a revolutionary 
party that led the success- 
thae ~ I Z  three parties of sane signifi- 
the interests of the American workers- 
Socialist Workers' 
n masses on the 
p u n &  that they point out the correct road leading the working 
doss to freedom. The intelligent w& cannot evade the duty of 
stndyiog the programs and activities Ot these parties in otda to de- 
termine his attitude towards them. 
Qwte naturally I am of the opinion that the party to which I 
belong has the only correct program based upon the tenchmp of 
r~olutionaty Mimism. Our party is prepared to partiapate with 
the workers in their d d y  struggles, to h from them and *th 
than. As a party we must be ready to tell the workers what in our 
0pia.h is the best course to follow, but that does not mean that, 
if the w o r b  do not take our advice, we shall stand doof &om 
the workers' shziggles. Our party, ie other words, is a group of 
workers and even individuals 'who have broken away from d e r  
ciasses, who are sincerely 'devoted to the interests of the working 
class, and who believe that theL program is the only correct pro- 
gram for the workers to foilow. All workers noxious to fight for the 
libeation of the working c lw w welcome into its ranlrs. 
More misapprehension and codusion exists with reference to 
the Communist party than with any other party. Because the m e  
*'Co~munist** suggests a connection with the party created by 
Lenin WE& led the swcessfui Russian Revolution; because 
the communists actually daim that they follow the principles of 
Marx and M n ,  and because tbat party has the enormous prestige 
of being identiki with the 'achievements of the Soviet Union, 
many workers are aadcr the impression that it is the most rew1u- 
timq of nll parties. What r party claims to be, however, and 
what it actually is .are very frequently two different things. 
On all the impurbnt immediate questions confronting the w&- 
Ing .class, the. GommuniSt paag has -taken an anti-revolutionary po- 
sition. It has, for instance, come out in favor of what is d e d  
, 4'meaioe murity," which is nothing but a union of the so- 
. alled demomatic imperialist--powu~ t o m  with the Soviet Unioii 
ngaimt the fascist imperialist powers. By thnt it has completely 
faxlaken the correct m o 1 u ~  position of- lcnin who fought 
bittmly agaimt tbc "socialists" of his day who made a distinction 
betateen '*god" and %ad'' impc~&~Est gmemments. The com- 
munists have given up the idea prodaimed by Manr that the 
workers have no fathiland unda cnpitplism and the idea of Lenin 
that in every imperialist war the workers shoukistrive to O V @ ~ ~ O W  
their own capitalist class. 
'Fhe Communist party has advanced the idea that the w q w  
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ould struggle for capitalist democracgas a system, regardless of 
'r' ability to overthtow that system and establish a works'  
demarq.  It disregards the-fundamental proposition that fasdsm 
is *a product of capitalist denimcy, and that to destrog fascism 
it is necessary to destroy capitalisnand capitalist democracy. It has 
therefore advocated the tactic of the Peopk's Front which is noth- 
ing but a union of the workiw-dass organi2atom with capitalist 
parties for the purpose of saving capitplist democracy. In this 
country the communists support Roosevelt who is a staunch dc 
fender of capitalism against the "economic royalists"; they support 
LaGwdia as against some Tarma~ny politidaas. They have become 
most. furious advocates of war agniast japan, suppoaiog Roose- 
. 
whole-heartediy in his imperialist wsr poliaes. In the trade 
movement the extent of their m~~utionary taetics consists 
differences between our party and 
coeccption of how a party should 
our paay is not obligated to accept every- 
at the leadership of the party says or docs as one hundred 
correct. We recognize that the best of us can3*aml do make 
and in order to avoid mistakes it 'is essential to have 
e discussion. As a matter of fact, before any new 
e case of the C o m ~ s t  par@. No discussion on 
trol of the Mosarw bureaucrats. On the most important questions +;j. ?. 
x decisions are made in Moscow and the American "Charlie M e -  
-?thysW - .  accept them without qu&on. For the tnolr and file there is 
-hft only the duty to carry out tbe polid&. Discussion is permitted 
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soldjr 2 to the method of ersutiog polides already Bdopbed As 
a ctmsexpm then has been created a bpyeoluuitic tq ha, amm- 
tomcd to d,and a very sdxnkive m d r s h i p  witbout r 
b t d  of i n t e l l d  life. In the Soviet Union, where the com- 
munist bmzaucr&ts have state power7 opposltian to their policies 
maos imp-at, exile or depth; in countries where anunu- 
nists de not have pcw& of the instmnents of force, opposition 
rn- expulsion from the party and bdng subjected to the dest 
slanders. In Spain th ammunists have gone to tlae extent of having 
thcir m a t e  prisons and t!xecution squads. A lway which nds in 
tbe mmy the ammunist parties do can mver be + revolutionary 
for the essena of a reva1Utionary h b d t  patty is its &- 
i d  atthde to all things and events, and its fostering of inteIligent 
dimmion amongst its manbet&p. Onlg an orthodox religious 
church a n  have beIimers, not. a rwolutionary party. 
The Socialist party is q@ a very importaot factor upon the 
Am&m sane. I n  1919 the revolutioq elments were eqdled 
and ad elements organbrd the Communist party, whim wrs 
then a revolutionary party. For more than a decade the Socialist 
, party vegetated. Due to th insane policies of the C o m m d  
party between the yeats 1930 and 1933, new elements aune into 
tbe Socialist party,..and these aew elements gave the party a left- 
ward hVIO and put some life into it. Events in Europe, apedolly 
the victory of Hitler, p&shed the younger elements still further to 
the left, and with the entrance of the so4d Trotskyists into 
tbc party, the left wing was consolidated and became very active. 
Th right wing oifkials of the party, f ~ f u l ~ k s t  the revolutiioanrg 
wing gain coniml, expelled all the r e v o l u t i o ~  and the latter 
p d  to organiP the Socialist Wodcers' pnrtp. ' 
What ir left of the Socialist pvty is a cmglamration of paci- 
fists, preachers, d workers Md the Wisconsin type of "social- 
ists," that is, pp!e who are =e1y interested in getting into some 
garment or trade wion &ice. The few militant workers st i l l  
left in the party will undoubtedly soon leave 3. It can be truthfully 
said thgt the, SoclaIise p q  has no function to perform. 
Iaternatidima 
If there i s  any one thing which more t.h;m all else distinguishes 
OIU party from all other parties, it is its stress on revolutiomq 
btenmiionalism. From the very beginning of the wcblist move- 
merrt, the leaders of that movement emphasized the fact that W- 
ism is nothing unless it is ihtemational. And this internationalism 
is not simply a product mning out of the minds of d s t  
thinkers; it is a necessity born out of the economic interdependence 
of the capitalist world. The principle of division of labor prevail: 
ing in industry exists also on a world scale between the nations. 
Although the fascist countries have proclaimed their determination 
t$ achieve self-sufficiency, their efforts to k o m e  self-sdaent have 
thus far failed and are bound to be fruitless. The only noticeable 
. result of those efforts has been a decided reduction in the standard 
of living of the masses. 
Because of the economic interdependence of nations, revolution- 
ary .sodalists have always assumed that socialism must exist on an 
international scale. It has been an axiom with all socialist W e r s  
that the working class of one country should cooperate with the 
:workers of all other countries. A class-conscious worker does not 
consider himself ul American or ~e rman  or Russian first, and a 
member of the working class second, but considers himself, first 
and always, a member of the working class interested in the strug- 
gles of the workers the world over. 
After the death of Lenin in 1924, W n  gained control of the 
Soviet Union and of the Communist International. The fundamen- 
tal concept of revolutionary internationalism was violated when 
Stalin and his supporters accepted the idea that a complete socialist * 
society could be built in the Soviet Union without a proletarian 
revolution in the important capitalist countries of Western Europe. 
From that time to the present a bitter and irreconcilable conflict 
has been raging between the Stalinists and those who have remained 
loyal to the banner of the world proletarian revolution. Under the 
Stalinist leadership the Communist International has abandoned 
all the fundamental revolutionary principles and tactics .and as a 
result the proletarian revolution has suffered disastrous defeats in 
various countries. To protect themselves against criticism, the 
Stalinists have expelied every critical and revolutionary Marxist 
from the Communist parties all over the world. Today the Corn- 
munist International is nothing but an instrument in the hands of 
the Soviet bureaucratic clique, functioning to further the interests 
of that clique outside of the Soviet Union. In its attitude towards 
imperialist war and capitalist democracy, the Communist Interna- 
tional does not difEer in the least from the social democrats ~f the 
Secwd International, and is openly prepared to do what the "so- 
W' leaders did in 1914, i r ,  lead the workers to support their 
onn apilists in an imperialist war. 
Just as Lenin fought savagely agairist th betrayal of revofuti~n- 
01y d m  by the leaders of the Second International, so Leoa 
TrdrLy has been fighting against W i n  and his chief followers 
who led the Commuaist hbrnational dl the r d  of revolutionary 
in-bnalism. &cause of his consistent &ug@e, Tmidq was 
expded from the &mmmist party of the Soviet Union in 1927 
and was sub"~uent1y edkd. He, a d  thox who agreed with him, 
&en though they were expeiled fmn the International, ccmhU6d 
the effort to have the Communist I e t edona l  revert back to cor- 
rect revolutionary prindple, but ,without success* Staiin's policies, 
cqecidy his refusal to enhr into a united front with the social 
democratic o r ~ o n s ,  hc designated as "'social fsseisb5" 
fax the putpwr of fighting th fascists, was the prinapal faetot 
in smoothing the mad f o ~  H[it1eres seizure of power, and after that 
event the -rwolutioary B&uxists agreed that it was necessary to 
found a new International. Tb&e is now a bureau for the or@- 
e o n  of a Fourth International 'to which the Socialist Workers: 
Party is affiliated. 
. Our ihn b to create a revolutionary internatid wcdkt partg 
with sections in every country, for the purpose of guiding the strug- 
glcJ of the working &s m au international d e .  Thic d m  not * meoa that the working dass of one cumtry should refr+n from at- 
tempting to establish its power until the workers of the whole 
world are ready to accomplish the revolution simultanbly. It 
means that the wwkers of every country must fight to gain power 
and to extknd the revohrion to the rest of the world. For that it 
naff~arg to hope .n interntionid revdutionaq party. 
Our @ is to &eve a world where nations will live in har- 
mmg and pace, devoting all their energies to the cooperative pro- 
duction of gods useful to the workers of the world. Only inter- 
wtional socialism can achieve &at c o n s w o n .  
Iri any attempt to convince a worker of intelligence that the 
solution to the pmblans of the wodring c h s  can be found only 
in socialism, there is a hurdle of considerable dhetlsions WE& 
pust be cleared. It is impossible and useless to discuss the questioa 
of socialism w i t w  providing an m e t  to all the doubts that 
arise by virtue of the fact that conditions in the Swiet Union seem- 
4 0 .  I '  
mngiy belie every allegation rmde about the character of sm+usm. 
The Soviet Unioa came as a result of a vict~rious 
proletarian revoiuhn, aad socialists should be in a position to 
poipt to anditions tbac as proof of their ~ t i o n s  and as jmtifjr- 
ing their daims thnt the oveahrow of capitalism will bend& 
the working ci~ss  instead--and it would be useless to deny it- 
we sodalists have been placed on the defensive because every op- 
ponent of d s m  triumphantly indicates coaditions in the Soviet 
Union as condusive evidempe that socialism brings less freedom pad 
more misery for. the workers thaa they have in democratic capi- 
talist- counixies. 
In one respect at least our predictions of what will happen after 
the working dass takes power have certainly been-vedhed. The 
p h e n & d  p w t h  in tbe industrial development of the Soviet 
--&niolli c o h  out p r a l  propsitioa that capitalism is no longer 
& M e  to develop the forces of produdion, and only the establish- 
.-!Bent of a workers' government will make possible + f&r &el- 
--iGpment of induetry. Under c e n t d a d  control ond with planned -x= 
__-I _ -'-&c:onamy the Soviet Union has made tremendous strides - forward 
' % the building of industry at the same h e  that the capitalist 
retrapssed. It is - true that dae to the -ahniaJfy falq 
of the Stalin clique, the g a b  are not half so great as 
be, but the fact remains that in spite of the handicap of 
misleaddpp, great progress has bsen made in the indwC * 
on of the Soviet Union. 
of industq has been over- 
sion &at prevails in the Soviet 
I stated that depmncg under capi- 
talism is k best v q  limited, tbat the ownership of the means of 
!! L 2 pribiiudoa by the capitalists p~evats the workers, even in demo- 
' - cratk capita& coun&ies, from ~ c i s i n g  the privileges of d 
d-q: I asserted that o w  wfim the work'ets take ova polit- 
ical power and exprtqriate the c a p W s ,  thit is, take away tbe 
means of productio~1 fhm them, will they achieve real democracy. 
And that kind of d e ~ m a q  would certainly indude the right to 
think freely and critically, to express thoughts *out any fear of 
punisbhent; to critidze evergone in the position of leadership in 
government or industry. It w d d  indude the right to organize 
---groups and parties with a program opposed to the d i n g  party 
y d  which the members of the gmup believe to be in the interest 
- of the working class. 
That such democracy does not exist in. the Sovia Union .gag 
withoat saying. Only thox who have bcen completely duped by the 
l e a k  of the Communist paxty believe that thae is any kind of 
freedom in the Soviet Union. The tragic truth is that every worker 
who- dares indicate his opposition to the Stidhist bmeaucrati is . 
immediately arrested, and if he is not mwdered, he is exiled ar 
imprisoned. as a "Trotskyist-fascist.'* Nowhere is there such re: 
vulhg exhibitions as the infamous M e w  trials where f o m r  
twollutionists are compelid to humiliate themselves by "confess- 
hg" to the most unbelievable crimes. It is painful to say so, but it 
is the absolute truth, that an independent revolutionary worker 
faces, in the Soviet Union, dangers that .me just as great, if not 
greater9 than in Fascist Germany or. Italy. 
Not d y  .has the worker ao freedom in the Soviet Union, except 
the freedom to praise Stalin and his headmen, but his standard 
of living is abominably low, and the social distinctions h e e n  
Misent categories of workers and between workers and officials 
are tremendous. Eveq tbg  thilt I have stated about freedom and 
d e m m q  under socialism is directly contradicted by actual con- 
&ions in the only country where a socialist revolution took place, 
Is there-an9 explanation .fox that glaring contradiction? Are the 
workers destined 'to he oppressed by new masters after they throw 
the capitalists off their* backs? Is real socialism a vain dream?. . 
* First and foremost it must be clearly understood and epeat-ed 
dver and over again that socialism does. not exist jn fhe Soitid 
U*. To the founders of socialism, to all those who fought and 
died for the ideal of a socialist d e t y ,  to every intelligent h q  
being who has studied the concepts of socialism, and who is' not 
blinded by his zeal for the defame of the-Stalinist bureauuaq, 
socialism meant and means now a social order where there exists 
a very high standard of living for everyone, where there is free- 
dom for ail hwnnn beings to t h k  ond sw and where &re is 
no force necessary to keep s c t i r n s  of th populatiog under con- 
trol. If we accept those c o n w m  as beiq absolutely essential to 
the existence of socialism (and we must accept thm since otha- 
wise it would not be worth shgglhg for), then to claim that 
socia,lim exists in the Soviet Union is a travesty on -the idea of 
sqcialism. - 
But was there not a revolution, in' 1917, and did not the Rwian 
workers take over political power and deprive the capitalists of 
, W r  wealth? Yes, &ere was such a revolution which was a social- 
ist rcvo~ution, not because it could bring socialism into existence 
irnmddelj but because, by taking over the means of production, 
the works were & P pitien to proceed with the building of 
sociafie. To compWe .the socialist structwe, however, thae was 
. required more thrn the ~einve of politid power and thc expro- 
priation of the capitdistn , 
If you remember, I statad that the fundamental basis of so- 
cialism is t~ d&elopment of th forces of production to a point 
where enough can be produd to satisfy the n d s  of all members 
of society. A transitional period b g n  the ovathrow of capitalism 
and the establishment of tmiakn is emrs~rg in order to pamit 
the *working c b  to develop the f v  of p1:oduction md to edu- 
cate the people in sodalist idens. 
At the time of the proletarian repo&m Russia was an induk 
tri* babazd country. From the point of view of its ovn in- 
dustrial deveIopent, Russia was fa-.from mdy for a wcinlirt 
revolution. I t  is only from the point of view of the M o p m t  
of capitalism oh a world scale that tbe Russia workem wax just& 
fied in taking over political power. The l a b s  of the Bolshevik 
party hew this very well, and tbeg openly stated that the prole: 
tarian mo1utiofl in Russia must be coosidcxed as P -pseIude to the 
World Revolution. As a matter. of fact many of thcm, induding 
Lenin, were of the opinion thnt the RaarLarRevolutim could not 
last fot more thrn a short pmod unless the working classes of the 
more a d y a ~ ~ e d  capitalist coytxies would cane to the aid of the 
Russian woakas by o v ~ o w i l a g  the &pitalists in their own 
. m, d-b, the Gemma workers, the Italian work&, 
4 the &Iotks of atha coatries did not follow in the footsteps 
of qahe h s i 9 n  workers. They lacked the one thing that the Russian 
&as wete so forhaate in having, a Bolshevik party led by a 
reytlfationaty genius like Lenin. Bemuse of the failure of theworkers 
of the more idvanced capitalist countries to achieve a revolution, the 
Russian workers were placed in a most Wcult position. They had 
to hold the fort in a- backward country d l  relieved by revolu- 
tions in Western Europe. 
Three and a half years of a devastating civil war were followed by 
a period of famine. The suffering of the people knew no bounds. 
The Bolshevik party had to retreat; it introduced what was called 
the Nem? Economic Policy, allowing small traders and capitalists 
to function nnd inviting foreign capitalists to obtain concessioris 
from the proletazian state. The Russian workers dug in, waiting - 
and hoping for the proletarian revolulico in the west to materialize. 
bRamrhle serious changes we* trkiag place in Russia. The. 
most devoted md self-sacrificing militants of the working class 
were mostly killed off in the avil war. The people were t i d  &er 
such a gigantic struggle. A bureaucracy came into existence and its 
m*s naturally t d  more than theit s k  of the limited quan- 
tity d goods at the disposal of the Russian masses. Lenin saw the 
danger and fought strenuously against the growth of bureaucratic 
ten-es. Just before he died he wrote a letter recommending the , i 
d of Stalin from his post as Searhty of the pnrtg becPgse 
Stalin represented those tend&. This lettez was suppressed 'by 
the majority of the politid committee after Lenids death. . 
Attempts at proletarian revolutions in Germany and Bulgaria in 
1923 failed; the-Chinese prdetariot was decimated in 1927. while 
i 
the Stalinist leadership of the Soviet Unioa was mainly responsible 
feats, to consolidate its position as a ruling clique. For the Russian , 
i 
for these defeats, the bureaucracy was enabled, because of the de- .- 
workas became pessimistic and were willing to listen to the pleas- 
ant but false and dangerous doctrine advanced by Stalin that so- 
cialism could be built in Russia alone, regardless of the failure of 
the revolution in the rest of the world. Conditions favored the 
A 
victory of Stalin who .represented the interests of the bureaucratic 
caste. The representatives of revolutionary internationalism were . ' 
expelled from the party, arrested, oiled and hounded to duth. i Reaction, led by Stplin, triumphed. 
Thae are those who ignorantly or maliaously represent the dif- 
ference between Stalin and Trotslry to be the desire of the formt 
to build up the Soviet Union industrially and the intention of .the 
latter to concentrate upon the world revoIution, entirely disregard- 
ing the industrial development of the Soviet Union. Thae is not - 
'1 
an iota of truth in that formnliltion. Long More Stalin l a d e d  
the &st Five Year Plan, Trotsky was b i s thg  against the oppoai- 
tion of Stalin, upon a more rapid i n d u s t r i a o n  of the country. 
At the same time, however, Trotsky contended that the difhculties 
1 3 
and contradictions confronting the Russian workers could nut be 
solved except through working-class revolutions in the advanced 
industrial countries of Europe. 
The Russian workers were led to believe by Stalio that all their 
troubles would be over after the first Bive Year Plan would be 
completed, but in 1933, at the end of the Plan, conditions were 
w o e  than at the beghhg. Theg were told that the scmd Five 
Year P b  was to complete the indwtdkation of the Soviet U n h  
and usher in the period of sociaiism. Conditions did improve 
somewhat for the but that was nuthing in comparison with 
the improvement in the standard of living enjoyad by th bureau- 
crats. It seemed that the great efforts put forth by the w o h  during 
the two Five Year Plaas were for the benefit of the bureaucracy. 
Meanwhile fascism gained one victory nfta another, with the 
r d t  that the Soviet Union is in wer danger now than it has 
ever been since the successful liquidation of the civil war. Th 
theory of the possibility of building an isolated, complete sodnlirt 
society in one country was refuted not so much by arguments as 
by life itself. If fascism is vict0150~~ in the rest of the world, how 
can socirlism be safe in one country? The alternative bmms epa 
clearer: either the proletarian revolution in the capitrlist countries 
or faxism and the destruction of the Soviet Union. 
As long as the Soviet workers had hopes for an improvement 
in their conditions upon the completion of the Five Years Plans, 
so long were they willing to tolerate the oppressive bureaucracy 
without any open struggle against it. But when conditions did not 
impruve greatly in spite of the indus t rWon of themtry, 
when the workers saw the bureaucrats getting the cream of every- 
thiagindiivinglikeh,r&PtthesnmtirnetbntUlegwerrnrm- 
peiled to endure semi--- they became restless and rese~t- 
f d ,  and the Stalinist bureau- saw the danger that confronted it. 
Sglia dccidcd on a policy of blood d iron. Taking advantage of 
the asssination of K h v b  one of the leading bureaucrats, Stplin 
hunched the bloodiest purge in all hktoq. Practically everyone 
who hod played an important rok in the revolution, and whose 
obedience to the bureaucratic regime was not one hundred percent 
certain, has been executed or is now in a concentration camp. A 
saia of "trinls'were held which every intelligent person, whose 
mimi has not been paralyzed by the poison of Stahism, recog- 
nizes as frame-ups. Their purpose was to wipe out all possible 
leaders of any opposition that might arise, and to convince the Rus- 
sian workers, as well as the revolutionary workers of other coun- 
tries, that the dillidties in the Soviet Union were the result of the 
work of "Trotskyist-fascist saboteurs and wreckers" and not of 
the bureaucratic oppression of the Stalinist appaatus. 
It can be seen that what led to the triumph of the reaction in the 
Soviet Union was the failure of the international revolution to 
plus - the lxxdmmbess of bs ian  economy. .- Evm if a 
sadkt m o h t i a  were to occw in aa advd-cxulntrg the 
UaEted &&a, a workers' government d not hold c#2t if* frrr a 
1mg. p a h i  Bf time, capitalism axxthd to exist in the rest c& t)Le 
wwd. The worid is n d  hs to h v e  both q i &  lnLe 
nndsodrl istrub&tbcrnrrrt imeforahg@odIth~*t  
r socLiist m01dam in. the United Sgtcs muld hdd GXI* much 
l a k l ~ ~ ~ a p h s t  a hostile capitalist wcirld, and th .stambad of ti~q 
wuu2eibemuch~erthan~the*~U~a,lnzt~y 
&k same general -rule w d d  prevail. Ether the molution is ex- 
tdd to other d a  c# d a n  and defeat. Of a m ~ ~ ,  -a 
socislist .revolution ha the United States w d d  have a fiu p&er 
e&ct than tfae revolution in R d .  Et wodd pm&imlly.pumtee 
saMm!mM ddns In d Odmm*. 
M y  understood, madidoiis in the h i &  U h f i  do in 
the lWLSt disprove the t h e a h  of sacialistn; on the m~&aq 
c o d k i  werythiq been t;zqght .abwt the nature of. tbe 
d& m1fiOtf. 
. What atthde should we.take towards the -Soviet Union?.r"hsxe 
olre those who 00tlW thpit the Soviet Union should tK plaacd in 
thea9me.ategofp as tk fadst states, so Wincaseof  an attack 
by the f& countries aphst the Soviet Union, it d d  be h- 
inataid to the wmkiqg daSS whethe~r the Soviet Union i s  S r f d  
or not. We of the W s t  Worked party c~ildbot such atz &- 
. hde ibsokI7 inamat. The Russian prdetarian rea~Iuti~1~- of 
'1917 pkm?d politid p v e  in the ha&&- af the & who then 
gydd to d& the i n d d t a  nns far &e memi$ of 
pdd08: have not taeea returned to private ownership. It is trine 
~ t h c a . ~ w ~ m h a Q e - m ~ ~ r ~ ~ ,  
but thekt r d  &at private mmmship in ttLe nrmas-of p- 
~ddmknotbmodasp,f~nd.b,t$at-ext&tbe:W 
Udm s t i l l  mmins a workers' sbk. 
As against any ~ttd by tk f~~~ tha wdters of tbe w ~ t d  
M d  rise to defehd the Wet Union, ''that 'is, to defend tbe 
basic conquest of the proletdm revduion an8 not the despotic 
rule of Stalinism. Bath the R u s h  workers a d  the workers of the 
rest of the wotid have the same tasks as far as the Saviet Union is 
concerned: to defend it against anp a& by the capitalist seats 
and to purgt it of the Stalinist be%-. In the Met Union, 
however, the wakcm arc no longer compelled to wage a war 
against capitalists few the purpose of cxproprkthg tbnf lhat is, 
-YP- r;;, 
? '  
, ' they do not have to 
:,- ' ' hnw to do:is to organize a 1 revolution, to throw the Stah-  
ist bureaucracy out . y d  e democracy in ,the government 
. and in the factory. ; 
What will helpt the Russian workers qt rid of Stalinism is a 
. prol&ubn revoIution in any of the chief capitalist countries. En- .-* 
. counged by the possibility of the workers coming to their support, 
the Russia workers will lift up their heads uld begin a real struggle ' 
' ' . against the Stalinist clique. Just as the defeat of the working 
,,class in Europe ,was primarily responsible for the victory of the 
so will the- vidory ,of the' international revolution 
ent of the Russian Revolution, certainly indicates 
s towards socialism and freed- 
fficulties. But in spite of the diilid- 
' 
ultimately conquer. For thee ir no .; 
other thm socialism. By their suf- 
- 
present system, be it fascism o r  h o c ~ a t i c  api- 
workers are impelled to accept that solution. In spite 
all the forces working feverishly against the proletarian re&- 
te of the fascists, the communists, the W democrats, 
the trade union bureauua~, the proletarian revolution must 
if humanity is to be saved from a .relapse to 'kbarism. 
, .'. ' For the h t e ~ i ~ e n t  worker who i s  wiIIing to stnsggle for him- 
self and fot his clay the Saialist Workers' party o&rs o r h l u -  
. tionary program 'and n r m & t i o ~  orgmiutioa. The ideals that 
g . anhmtd the great fighters for h- progress throughout thei ages, that led men gladly to offer their lives to . k t  down oppression, 
are &e ideals that motivate the members of our party, In the strug- 
gle against the slave owners of ancient Rome; ig the struggle 
against the feudal barons of Engimd md Ftauce, men of ideals 
took the lead, and supported by the masses, they finally mnqtieted. 
; , - ,  '-we are MW engaged a struggle for the final'abolition of all 
. . for& of human slavery, eionomic and spiritual. 
- .:I? We invite all intelligent and c o u r a ~  workers to participate 
.I ' 
,.$ -3i1 that struggle. 
: 1 ,  . . .  
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